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Everything Reminds Me Of You
Jewel

Everything Reminds Me of You
~by Jewel Kilcher and Joe firstman

Okay 4 Chords make up the entire song, but that doesn t mean it s easy.  Most of
the
chords are on off-beats, so listen close to get better.  I m sure the lyrics are
not
completely correct, every version I have is almost completely different from one
another.

Standard Tuning

     EADGBe
E    022100
A    X02220
C#m  X46654
B    X24442

VERSE:1
E                 A
i try to find the answer
     C#m                B
but i always see it disappear
      E                 A
cause i well i like you so much
        C#m          B
but the rest won t appear

CHORUS:
          A                 E
and if it makes it all right
        B            C#m
i ll spend the night
               A
with you, dear
               B
if you only reappear
      A                        E
cause everything reminds me of you
           C#m               B                     A
and that s just gonna take a little getting used to
       C#m               B                       A
that s just gonna take a little getting used to

VERSE 2:
i, well i search the city streets
and everybody wants to meet that special someone



i went running out of time
baby you look so fine maybe we should meet

CHORUS:
if it makes it alright
i ll spend the night
with you, dear
 never disappear
because everything reminds me of you
and that s just gonna take a little getting used to

BRIDGE:
E                               A
well i go around all around the town
 
trying to find meaning in small things
    E
dry dreams; trying to find my way, what to say
    A                                                     E
but there s nothign we can do to make it work out another way

VERSE 3:
you have your sad eyes to hide behind
you have your lies and i have mine

CHORUS:
if it makes it alright
i ll spend the night
with you, dear
 never disappear
cause everything reminds me of you
and that s just gonna take a little getting  used to
cause everything reminds me of you
and that s just gonna take a little getting  used to
that s just gonna take a little getting used to

HINTS:
downward strum the first E in every verse.

any questions or comments email me KJM030584@yahoo.com


